Formation, control, and dynamics of N localized structures in the Peyrard-Bishop model.
We explore in detail the creation of stable localized structures in the form of localized energy distributions that arise from general initial conditions in the Peyrard-Bishop (PB) model. By means of a method based on the inverse scattering transform we study the solutions of PB model equations obtained in the form of planar waves whose amplitudes are described by the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLS). For localized initial conditions different from the pure N-soliton shape, we have obtained analytical results that predict and control the number, amplitude, and velocity of the NLS solitary waves. To verify the validity of these results we have carried out numerical simulations of the PB model with the use of realistic values of parameters and the initial conditions in the form of planar waves whose modulated amplitudes are given by the examples studied in the NLS. In the simulations we have found that N localized structures arise in agreement with the prediction of the analytical results obtained in the NLS.